2000 mx5

Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. This joyful little car features a smooth
revving 1. The car is an utter joy to drive and goes down the road just like it did when it left the
factory. The car is finished in Red that is stunning and very clean on a straight and very
presentable body. Highlights include 14 inch ally wheels, fog lamps, rear spoiler, front air dam,,
side sills and rear mud guards, Nardi leather steering wheel, wind block with storage bag,
aftermarket cruise control, aftermarket CD player. The Miata has recently had a new timing belt
and pensioner and new water pump installed. Introduced in , the second generation Mazda MX-5
Miata was code-named NB and was larger and more mature than its predecessor. Featuring
refined styling based on the RX-7, the NB lost the pop up headlights but gained more interior
space as well as a more refined powertrain. While the original models have skyrocketed in
desirability, the second generation models have not reached that point yet, but with their classic
good looks and improved styling, it is no doubt they will get there soon! Please call or email
with any questions or for additional information. This Miata is a clean local trade. It has no rust
issues, clean body, clean interior, new top, new tires, power windows, power steering, AC,
aluminum wheels, new cd player with Bluetooth, soft top boot cover, and more. Stop in today to
see this super clean Miata! Check in at autoquestexpresscom Twilight Blue Mica Mazda Miata
LS with only 89k miles and a brand new soft top with a glass rear window and defroster! Factory
alloy wheels boot cover windscreen Runs and drives great. Clean title Clean Carfax no rust no
wrecks odor free smoke free. Mechanical inspection invited. Only Petersburg Fl. Head to the
beach,tour wine country, wind through the mountains in one of the nicest examples of a Miata
that you will find. These cars are made for California sunshine and open air cruising. Expect
smiles and memories. Please inquire directly if you are interested. Hello Mazda is looking to
become the definitive Miata source in California. Thank you for your interest. Residency
restrictions apply see dealer for details and restrictions. All pricing and details are believed to
be accurate but we do not warrant or guarantee such accuracy. The prices shown above may
vary from region to region as will incentives and are subject to change. MX-5 Miata Leather trim.
Call for More Information. These are vehicles that did not meet our retail standards for Shelor
Used Car Certification, but still provide affordable transportation. Some vehicles may have
mechanical issues. The inspection process includes an internal inspection as well as a State
Inspection. Not all mechanical issues will be known at the time of inspection or at the time of
sale. All service work must be performed by a Shelor service facility. Bucket Seats, 4-Wheel
Disc Brakes. Our big selection means even bigger savings! Need extra spending money? Shelor
wants your vehicle, and we're paying top dollar! Vehicle information and equipment is based off
standard equipment as decoded from VIN and may vary from vehicle to vehicle. This is a very
clean well taken care of Miata. One of our employees traded this car in for a that we had on our
lot. The leather is not ripped or torn. The paint as well as the soft top is in good condition. Our
employee owned this vehicle since It has been maintained religiously with the work being
performed on it here at Jerry Damson. Winters going to be over soon and this would make a
great toy for somebody! Call us today or hit that check availability button to schedule a test
drive! Soak up the sun and have some fun in this outstanding Mazda MX-5 Miata convertible. It's
not often you find just the vehicle you are looking for AND with low mileage. This is your chance
to take home a gently used and barely driven Mazda MX-5 Miata. It is incomparable for the price
and quality. New Price! Powered by a peppy 1. Our Rear Wheel Drive combination increases the
fun factor on a twisty road and delivers near 28mpg on the highway turning heads with chrome
accents, sleek inch wheels, and a soft top. Inside our SE, you are welcomed with
leather-trimmed bucket seats and other fantastic amenities. We know you will enjoy the ride of
this unique roadster! Driving this Mazda is sure to put a smile on your face and have you taking
a long way home while offering a long list of standard safety features such as four-wheel ABS
and airbags. So come down today, you don't want to miss the edge of excitement that comes
along with owning this MX-5 Miata SE! Print this page and call us Now We offer complimentary
vehicle delivery within miles of our store. Now showing 36k miles, the car is finished in Blazing
Yellow Mica over black leather and powered by a 1. This NB Miata is offered with a clean Carfax
report. Additional equipment includes a model-specific front bumper with integrated fog lights,
side skirts, a decklid spoiler, aftermarket window tint, and body-colored trim on the headlamps
and taillights. At Hello Mazda of Valencia, and we look forward to living up to our reputation
every day. Stop in and see us today, or contact our staff with any questions Our Rear Wheel
Drive combination increases the fun factor on a twisty road and delivers near 28mpg on the
highway turning heads with chrome accents, sleek inch wheels, and the soft top. Inside our
Miata, you are welcomed with comfortable bucket seats and other fantastic amenities. So come
down today, you don't want to miss the edge of excitement that comes along with owning this
MX-5 Miata! Mint condition. Beautiful original paint. Only What's the color called? Marina Green
a kind of muted and dirtier British Racing Green. What was special? Like other M-Editions it has

a tan leather interior and some Nardi bits and pieces. Wheels are polished Enkeis and it also
had the LSD. The M Edition is the final Miata to be called an M-Edition and it's also a gorgeous
color combination. How many were built? The 97M is the final Miata to be called an M-Edition
and it's also a gorgeous color combination. Recent Arrival! Our customers tell us our
Pre-Owned Vehicles are nicest, cleanest, best deals around! Stop in and see for yourself!
Experience the Colonial Difference! You will be glad you did! See dealer for details. Ask for
details! We have over cars and trucks for you to choose from. Ask about our Guaranteed
pre-approval. Check in at autoquestexpresscomSunlight Silver Metallic Mazda Miata LS with
only k miles and a brand new soft top with a glass rear window and defroster just installed!
Clean title no rust odor free smoke free. Mechanical inspection invited! Some restrictions may
apply. Prices do not include tax title licenses or other fees. See dealer for complete details.
Photo for reference purpose only. May not be actual vehicle. This Miata is in excellent condition
both inside and out and runs excellent!! The manual beige convertible top looks every bit as
good as it does in the photos and is a breeze to put up and down and gives this car a tasteful
look. The 1. Feel free to call or text Anthony at for more information or to set up an appointment.
We also offer Facetime as a way to go around the vehicle with you before you purchase. Also in
case you are not already on our site head over to Almost all vehicles are kept inside our indoor
showroom!! We accept trades; can help with financing options as well as your transportation
needs!! This is our dealerships pride and joy. Never Tracked but ready with a brand new set of
Nitto Track Slicks! One of the most soild cars I have ever driven in my 30 years of driving all
makes and models of sports cars. Pristine Condition. We carry a large selection of pre-owned
vehicles and we use fair market value pricing for all our vehicles. Plus Tax and Fees and
Documentary Charge. Certicare limited powertrain warranty Available on and new model year
vehicles with less then 80k mileage please see dealer for complete details. Thank you for
choosing to visit siddillonmazda. We value our customers and want to do all we can to make
sure you are completely satisfied. Please visit us today to experience the best in customer
service. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to
show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show
local listings. Year s. Engine Details Transmission Automatic Manual Drivetrain Rear Wheel
Drive Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price
drops. Title issue. No accidents. Price Drop. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. Miatas are pure driving enjoyment. Simple and lightweight they thrive on
winding roads. My has miles on it and has been rock solid reliable. The body is rigid, with only
mild cowl shake. Interior space is OK if you're under 6 feet. A tilt wheel would be nice, but
otherwise, the dash layout is clean and easy to read. The manual tranny is easy to shift with
short throws. One of the nicest benefits of a Miata is that you don't need to spend a fortune to
have fun. I'm sorry I waited so long to get one. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. It was checked
for updates times by the users of our client application UpdateStar during the last month. The
latest version of Maxthon MX5 is 5. The most prevalent version is 5. The download file has a
size of Maxthon MX5 5. Download Safe to install. Description Technical Edit. MX5 is a next
generation browser developed by Maxthon, makers of the well-known browser of same name.
MX5 introduces three unique new features: 1. Infobox: This is what Maxthon calls a "personal
information center". It integrates classic bookmark with multi-media note-taking in the cloud.
Bookmarks, notes, and screenshots are saved in the cloud and can be accessed from multiple
devices. Other features include support for cross-platform data synchronization, offline visiting
and free 1 GB of new uploads monthly. Passkeeper: Mathon's innovative password
management solution is called passkeeper. Not only does it store and fill in passwords, it also
helps users by automatically generating strong passwords. Passwords stored in Passkeeper
are encrypted using AES and stored in the cloud to provide synchronization across all devices.
It's not a real mailbox, but rather a management tool for multiple mailboxes. UUMail allows one
mailbox to control all of the user's mailboxes. UUMail users can create numerous shadow email
IDs that connect to their personal email box. Latest updates. Download at Maxthon International
Ltd. Secure and free downloads checked by UpdateStar. Stay up-to-date with UpdateStar
freeware. Latest News. Related searches. Most popular downloads. All versions. ReaConverter
Pro 7. ReaConverter Standard 7. ReaConverter Lite 7. ExifTool Firefox CCleaner 5. New Chrome
AdwCleaner 8. The model continued the MX-5's philosophy of being a lightweight, front
mid-engine, rear-wheel-drive roadster while featuring numerous performance improvements,
however lacking its predecessor's retractable headlamps. The NB is also the only generation to
feature a factory-built turbocharged variant in the form of the Mazdaspeed MX The NB featured a
more powerful engine and external styling cues borrowed from the third generation Mazda RX-7
, designed in by Tom Matano. Although many parts of the interior and body were different, the
most notable changes were the headlamps: the first generation's retractable headlamps no

longer passed pedestrian safety tests and were replaced by fixed ones. Other notable
improvements include a glass rear window with defogger for the convertible top and a
retractable wind deflector behind the seats. The BP-4W engine remained at 1. The engine
compression ratio was raised from 9. The intake cam was changed to a solid lifter design with a
stronger cam; the intake runners in the head were straightened and the intake manifold was
mounted higher up. Mazda's Variable Intake Control System was introduced, which effectively
gave a long narrow intake manifold at low rpm for better swirl, changing to a short, free-flowing
manifold at high rpm for maximum breathing. Power output of the new engine was quoted at
The 1. The base-model 1. The car had a unique sapphire blue mica called innocent blue in Japan
paint colour with two-toned black leather and blue Alcantara seats and floor mats, matching
3-spoke Nardi leather wrapped steering wheel and shift knob, BOSE audio system, bright gauge
rings, carbon grained center console panel and stainless steel scuff plates. Combined fuel
consumption improved from 8. Each car was sequentially numbered on a badge on the
driver-side front quarter panel. Miller and dated 10 February On certain markets, a gift set was
also included, consisting of a scale diecast model, two Seiko -branded wristwatches his and
hers with matching blue faceplate and Miata logo, and metal keychain in the form of the Miata
logo, all encased in a luxury blue velvet box. Of particular interest for the US models is that they
came with Air Conditioning. Random units were equipped with ABS. Approximately units came
equipped with the Hard Top option. To set the U. Canadian models came equipped with a rear
spoiler. This unit also was equipped with ABS. Most units in California sold at a "Premium".
Depending what option s it had, i. Very few manufacturers sell this size tire anymore. For
comparison, there were 3, units of the NC's 3rd Generation Limited launch model in , and
regular limited editions produced each year do not usually exceed 1, units per region. The
polished aluminum wheels are notorious for corroding once the thin lacquer coating is
damaged. Mazda replaced thousands of sets under warranty. For the model year, a facelift to
the second-generation MX-5 was released. There were some minor exterior changes, with a
press-release of July 18, , announcing the changes as "resulting in an even sportier and more
forceful look". Fog lamps, previously an option, were made standard. The headlamps now
featured projector style low beams and separate high beam lenses. The rear turn signals lamps
were changed from amber to clear to make the car look more modern. Some cockpit elements
were changed, the most notable being the redesigned center console, and the white faced and
red backlit instrument panel gauges from the Special Edition were made standard, replacing the
previous blue faced gauges. The seats were also upgraded, incorporating more support in the
side bolsters and taller headrests. Added for top models designated 'Sport' in the U. The
upgraded tires and suspension allowed the new model to pull 0. The intake and exhaust system
also received a minor upgrade. In the United States, Mazda erroneously quoted the power figure
for the Japanese and Australian model in early catalogues. Car and Driver magazine and
numerous owners confirmed the missing power, and Mazda offered to buy back the cars due to
those misleading power claims. Owners who did not take up the buy back offer were offered an
apology and free servicing for the warranty period. In Mazda launched a campaign to target a
younger group of drivers with the introduction of the Shinsen Version SV Miata. Equipped with
most standard features on the LS, such as cruise control and aluminum brush trim. This limited
production model also shared an inverted color scheme of the same year Special Edition with a
titanium silver exterior and dark blue top and interior. Production was limited to units for Japan
only, making this one of the rarest forms of the MX An extensive list of modifications were made
to the base model cars in order to accommodate the extra performance. Externally the only
visible changes to the vehicles' appearance are the 'SP' decal at the rear of the car, and the
visible intercooler at the front. Some of the changes included the use of a Garrett GTR turbo fed
by a cast inconel exhaust manifold, a custom ECU, stainless exhaust, and a prominent
cabon-kevlar air filter housing. Rerouting of the air-conditioning, power steering and wipers
were required leading to hundreds of unique parts for the SP. The extensive list of changes
increased the cost of the SP to be substantially higher than the base model and the later
Mazdaspeed. Other features included an upgraded 6-speed transmission and clutch assemblies,
upgraded drivetrain components, Racing Hart 17" mm alloy wheels and special interior trim. Of
the 5, Mazdaspeed MX-5s produced for the US market during model years and , 4, were
produced in ; the production run was shortened to only 1, due to a fire at the production facility.
The other markets are not included in these totals; Canada received only of its allotment. This
model was also marketed in Australia as an MX-5 SE without any Mazdaspeed branding exhaust
tip excluded , featured 3. Boost pressure was 7. The MX-5 SE has been used for both gravel and
tarmac rallying in Australia, showing the versatility of these cars in racing. EuroNCAP stated:
"This is a poor performance despite the MX-5 benefiting from not having to have the leading
edge of its bonnet tested because of its low profile. He loses the race when he spins out after

his car's rear wing breaks. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Second generation of the
Mazda MX-5 car manufactured from to Main article: Mazda MX Motor vehicle. Facelift interior.
There are many improvements over the Mk1 Interior, but it still retains the original functional
layout and feel. The SP logo was embroidered into the carpets of all SPs, this example has the
logo in the headrest also. The SP decal was present on the rear of all SPs and was the only
outwardly identifying mark. Retrieved Car and Driver. Motor Trend. Motorsport Network.
Roadster Blog. Mazda Australia. Reserve Bank of Australia. February 28, Retrieved July 27,
Entertainment Weekly. Mazda MX Mazda N platform. Mazda automobile timeline, North American
market, sâ€”present. Mazda2 Mazda3 Mazda6. Bongo Truck BT V-twin engine Diesel engine
Wankel family. Cars Category. Hidden categories: Articles with short description Short
description matches Wikidata Short description is different from Wikidata All articles with
unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from February Articles with
unsourced statements from January Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history.
Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Add links. Japan: Hiroshima Hiroshima Plant. Tom Matano [1] [2]. Roadster , sports car
S. Front mid-engine, rear-wheel-drive. Autozam Carol. Flair Wagon. Flair Crossover. Autozam
Scrum. Familia Van. Sports car. Autozam AZ Eunos Cosmo. Bongo Friendee. Crossover SUV.
Proceed Levante. Proceed Marvie. Bongo Brawny. Sport compact. MX-5 Miata. Subcompact
crossover. Mid-size crossover. Cars Mazda2 Mazda3 Mazda6. Financially, it certainly pays to
buy in bulk. But hey, sometimes you just have to pay more to get the good stuff. And while the
Miata might not be able to match these cars' absolute performance numbers, it certainly equals
or exceeds them in the intangibles. The Miata is about simplicity in design and operation. It's
about having fun behind the wheel. It's about feeling free and young on warm summer nights.
Not a serious car, the Miata, but that's part of its charm. Redesigned from the ground up in , the
Miata is faster, more rigid, and more functional than the previous generation. But it doesn't
stray too far from the original Miata's heritage of offering reliable and fun transportation.
Though the Miata's trunk is miniscule when compared to what can be crammed into the latest
SUVs, the Miata can handle daily commuting or weekend getaways. The shifter moves with
quick and short precision and all of the switchgear is easy to reach and use. The option
packages have been altered for , but the same basic equipment is still available. Mazda is also
offering a limited production run 3, units of Miata Special-Editions. The Special-Edition includes
a six-speed manual transmission, a Torsen limited-slip differential, Mahogany Mica paint, inch
alloy wheels, a watt Bose stereo, uniquely colored leather seats and top, and various interior
trim upgrades. Droning trips on American interstates are not the Miata's forte. But with a
lowered top and an open road, the Miata has few equals. The horsepower, 1. The Miata is simply
a joy to pilot on curving roads. When equipped with the inch wheels and the suspension
package which includes items like a Torsen limited-slip differential and upgraded shock
absorbers , the Miata's performance envelope is higher, but some fun is lost in not being able to
adjust the tail easily via the throttle. In our opinion, you can utilize 90 percent of the Miata's
abilities under normal driving conditions, while a BMW Z3 2. From this perspective, the Miata is
a better value and the reason why it continues to be on Edmunds. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Mazda MX-5 Miata. Is it better
to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The Miata's
option packages have been simplified. There are now two models -- Miata and Miata LS -- and
three option packages. A six-speed Miata Special Edition will also be available by spring Read
more. Write a review See all 40 reviews. Miatas are pure driving enjoyment. Simple and
lightweight they thrive on winding roads. My has miles on it and has been rock solid reliable.
The body is rigid, with only mild cowl shake. Interior space is OK if you're under 6 feet. A tilt
wheel would be nice, but otherwise, the dash layout is clean and easy to read. The manual
tranny is easy to shift with short throws. One of the nicest benefits of a Miata is that you don't
need to spend a fortune to have fun. I'm sorry I waited so long to get one. Read less. A scalpel

in a world of hammers. This is my second Miata and the rush of endorphins that these car are
capable of inducing has not waned at all in my almost ten years of Miata ownership. There's
nothing on the road as inexpensive to own and reliable while being as much fun. You can't help
but fall in love with these cars! Sublime handling, intuitive steering, shifting is a pleasure.
Second generation like the offers some nice improvements glass window, stiffer body, etc. I
miss the pop-up lights though. Wonderful little car. When you get this car, you're not just
getting a vehicle to get from point A to B. You're getting a lifestyle. You're getting other friends
Miata fanatics on the road. You're getting looks from girls. You're getting an "in" to a worldwide
base of Miata enthusiasts. You're getting exhilaration on your morning commute I can't tell you
how many coworkers complain about the drive to work Mazda has the right to put "pure fun" in
the official list of features. I live in south Florida and this is my 3rd Miata. I very rarely drive with
the top up. I have been known to drop the top to drive to Publix a half mile away. I had a '93 and
then a '95 which I sold with , miles on it. Bought my with 36, almost brand new! This car is much
better than the type 1 cars. The trunk has finally been designed to hold something and I do not
miss the barn door headlights. In my old cars the trunk would hold my Les Paul case but not an
SG case. The new trunk is redesigned to easily hold a larger guitar case. Some people laugh at
a musician owning a Miata but I can pack 2 electric guitars, 1 acoustic guitar, my amp,
keyboard, tenor sax and misc. Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety
scores. People who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 1 reviews. Sponsored cars
related to the MX-5 Miata. Sign Up. Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past,
providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts
provide the most comprehensive reliability information available to consumers. Based on
information received from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a
rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the
engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more
about car Reliability. The owner comments describe problems respondents experienced with
this vehicle. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or
ping, oil leaks. Had to have distance rebuilt". Less than a quart in 4, mites". Oil cooler o-ring,
leak around knock engine sensor". Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks.
One is eight odd the exhaust manifold. This car also had a faulty coil which caused misfires on
start when hot. The raw gas from the misfires ruined the Cat. Common problem in and Miata".
Extremely expensive to replace". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and
exterior trim or moldings, rust. Easily fixed with glue. I did a professional buffing and rewax and
it looks great. Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper
motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug,
remote engine start, alarm or security system. This coil lasted 30, miles. May be caused by bad
spark plug wires. Both times had to replace the converter since the miss firing caused it to
become plug. Secound trip they replaced plugs and wires that were less than seven months old.
They claimed after market plugs and wires could be causing non starting and poor running
when it finally starts". Fuel pump and fuel relay were part of the repairs to get it running again".
I have not had time to get it repaired yet. Totally expected. VERY happy with the car otherwise".
VERY happy with the life of the car". It took nearly a week to find the replacement part. Probably
time to sell the car". All I do is put a little Freon 4 to 6 ounces in every year or 2. Power or
manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors,
seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. Having to replace again this year". Had to
be repaired, could not unlock with key or by pulling the latch from inside. Radiator, cooling fan,
antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Discovered during a flush. Radiator will
need to be replaced soon. Not leaking for now. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related
systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic
ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Transmission rebuild or
replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Antilock system ABS , parking brake,
master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. They
have been unable to adjust the parking brake after 3 attempts". Engine rebuild or replacement,
cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Then we found
out it had more problems than was known". Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission
computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping
transmission. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage
includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or
torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. Bluetooth , voice control commands,
steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. Reactivate now to get the
information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please
view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a

Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services
at Unlock Ratings. New Used The Miata is a nimble, fun-to-drive roadster. Though it leans in
corners a bit more than before, the latest version rides marginally better. There is 1 recall on
this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble
Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict.
Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive
System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power
Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on
information received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability
history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential
trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the
electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide
data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year.
What Owners Say. Had to have distance rebuilt" Mario D. Catalytic converter "This car has 2
Cats. Common problem in and Miata" Don H. Loose exterior trim or moldings "Rubber gasket
around the driver's side window came loose. They claimed after market plugs and wires could
be causing non starting and poor running when it finally starts" Ray H. Fuel pump and fuel relay
were part of the repairs to get it running again" Lawrence A. Air or water leaks "About a year
ago one of the water drains on the driver front side got stopped up. Evaporator "The evaporator
experienced a leak. Antifreeze leaks "Top of the plastic radiator neck is starting to break apart.
They have been unable to adjust the parking brake after 3 attempts" Lori P. Engine rebuild or
replacement "Mechanic had a hard time finding an engine for such an old car. See All Trouble
Spots. Compare Models. No Data Available. Read Recall Details. What should you do:. Potential
Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall
Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From
Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access
to ratings and reviews. It worked nicely when I first bought it, then it started to have
transmission issues, it was pre owned, I wouldn't recommend butter used cars. My vehicle
Mazda Miata has been overall a good car to me in my 2 years of ownership. The only major
expenses I put into the cars are water pump, radiator, and coolant. Other than that, it has been a
solid car for me. Some things I love about it is that it has great handling, you can take turns at
high speed rates, and Dodge put holes, all thanks to the great handling. Another great aspect of
the car is it is smooth clutch pedal and gear shifting. It is seamless and easy to change gears as
you go. One con I can think of is the horsepower, with approximately horsepower the car is not
too powerful and would lose on a head to head competition against another sporty car in its
criteria. So, clearly the pros outweigh the cons at least in my perspective. Another con, that
came to my mind but not a total deal breaker is the fact that the car is a rear wheel drive
meaning it sucks in the winter. Although, I can argue that last winter with regular all-season
tires on my Miata it did not leave me stuck on the side of the road. Also, maybe because the
town does so good on removing snow the day after a snowstorm. I rate this car 8 out of 10! My
Miata is a 6-speed manual transmission and has been reliable for the 3 years I have had it. The
suspension was lowered by a prior owner and as I have arthriti
msd 6a 6200
acg fuse meaning
2011 mitsubishi galant parts
s in my knees, it is getting more difficult to enter and exit the car with any grace. It is a well
made car and holds up over time. Change Year. Owner Reviews. For Sale Near Me. SE Special
Edition. Select Model: Base. Optional Torque: ft. Optional Horsepower: hp. Optional Curb
Weight: lbs. Mechanical Features 1. Compare Models Base. Rear Wheel Drive. Gasoline Fuel.
Exterior Features Body-color pwr mirrors. Body-color door handles. Green tinted HPR
windshield. Free surface reflector halogen headlights. Interior Features Reclining highback
bucket seats. Tan leather seating surfaces. Instrumentation-inc: tachometer, trip odometer, oil
pressure gauge. Rear window defogger. Remote releases-inc: fuel door, trunk. Black cloth
upholstery. Windshield header courtesy light. Passenger-side airbag deactivation switch.
Side-impact door beams. Energy-absorbing crumple zones. Kenya K wrote on August 19, Marco
C wrote on November 22, Fran F wrote on October 23, See All Reviews 8. Continue to Overview.

